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This report contains the findings, conclusions, and recommendations from our completed
performance audit, Methamphetamine Labs: Reviewing Kansas’ Enforcement Efforts.
This report includes several recommendations for strengthening Kansas’ enforcement
efforts against methamphetamine manufacturing and use. We would be happy to discuss these
recommendations or any other items in the report with you at your convenience.
The report also contains appendices showing a summary of survey responses from local law
enforcement officials and prosecutors.
If you would like a copy of the full audit report, please call our office and we will send you
one right away.

Barbara J. Hinton
Legislative Post Auditor
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Question 1: What Are the Costs Associated With
Methamphetamine Manufacturing and Use in Kansas?
Although no one knows exact costs, we estimate that at least
$21 million was spent last year to combat methamphetamine in
Kansas. We estimated those costs by surveying local law enforcement
officials and prosecutors, and we interviewed officials from the Highway
Patrol, the National Guard, the KBI, the FBI, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the Department of Health and Environment.

................. page 8

These costs probably are understated because not all law enforcement agencies responded to our surveys, and we didn’t attempt to estimate the costs of the agencies that didn’t respond. Also, the FBI and the
federal Drug Enforcement Administration didn’t reveal how much they
spend.
Costs of law enforcement and prosecuting suspects: $16.5 million.
Local law enforcement agencies spent more than half of that total, and
local prosecutors accounted for $3 million of it. This cost category also
included spending by the KBI’s anti-drug unit and its chemistry lab, as well
as spending by the National Guard, the Highway Patrol, and by various
anti-drug task forces.

................ page 8

Costs of cleaning up meth manufacturing sites: $1.7 million. For
every pound of meth produced, 5-6 pounds of toxic waste is left behind to
contaminate soil, water, buildings, and building contents. Law enforcement
agencies have 3 options for handling cleaning up a meth site: call the
Drug Enforcement Administration, call the KBI, or do it themselves.

............... page 10

Costs of incarcerating those convicted of manufacturing meth: $1.7
million. During fiscal year 2000, 89 people were convicted and imprisoned
in Kansas correctional facilities for manufacturing an illegal substance.
Based on our testwork, it’s likely that all 89 were meth manufacturers. We
estimated incarceration costs by multiplying 89 by the average cost to
house one prisoner for one year.

............... page 11

Costs of treating users: $1.1 million. Most meth addicts seeking
treatment in Kansas receive State-funded outpatient services. In the past
5 years, the amount SRS has spent to treat meth addicts has more than
doubled.

............... page 11
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Most of the money spent came from local sources. Of the $21
million spent to combat meth in 2000, local law enforcement agencies and
prosecutors spent about 61%. Of the moneys that locals spent, 87% came
from local sources, and 6% came from 3 types of federal grants, including
High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area moneys, Byrne grants, and local law
enforcement block grants .

............... page 13

In addition to the quantifiable costs associated with methamphetamine, there are a number of social costs which really can’t be
measured. Among those social costs are increases in crimes related to
meth use, including domestic violence, robbery, burglary, and theft. Three
of 5 law enforcement agencies that returned our survey said more than
10% of the crime committed in their jurisdictions is related to meth use.
Meth use also is associated with increased vehicle accidents, dependence
on public assistance, and need for special education services. The effects
of meth on the user’s body and mind also increase medical and insurance
costs.

............... page 14

Question 2: How Much Progress Is Being Made Against
Methamphetamine Manufacturing and Use in
Kansas, and What Opportunities Exist
To Strengthen Current Enforcement Efforts?
The number of methamphetamine labs has shown explosive growth
over the past few years. The number reported by the KBI jumped from
189 in 1998 to 702 in 2000, but not all labs are being reported to the KBI.
Law enforcement agencies that answered our survey reported 1,209 labs
in 2000, and we estimate they could find more than 2,000 this year. Because not all of those labs are reported to the KBI and the number of labs
is important in the distribution of federal funding, it’s possible Kansas isn’t
getting as much federal funding to fight meth as it might. Labs have been
found across the State, but they seem to be concentrated in parts of
eastern and southern Kansas. The counties with the most labs aren’t
necessarily the most populous counties.

............... page 15

.............. page 18
Despite the increases in the numbers of labs, most law enforcement officers told us Kansas is making progress against meth.
That’s because the public is more aware of the problem and of what to look
for and report, and officers are better trained, so more labs are being
found. It’s also because some offenders are in jail and therefore are
unable to continue manufacturing meth or teaching others to make it.
However, about 1 in 4 law enforcement officers told us Kansas hasn’t
recognized the extent of the problem and isn’t getting manufacturers off the
streets soon enough. Most law enforcement officers rated their coordination with the various agencies involved in anti-meth activities as good or
excellent. Law enforcement officials also told us that task forces are good
ways to combat illegal drugs, and we identified 15 such task forces during
this audit.
ii
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New legislation passed in 1999 was a step in strengthening
methamphetamine enforcement efforts. The Chemical Control Act
created a system to track the distribution of bulk-regulated chemicals,
made it unlawful to possess drugs to be used to make meth, and established a fund to help with cleanup and with meth education programs.
However, law enforcement officials told us, these provisions plus strict
penalties don’t do any good if prosecutors can’t get lab reports from the
KBI in a timely manner. The backlog at the KBI lab has been a problem for
several years, and the rapid increase in meth manufacturing makes it
worse. As a result, suspects aren’t being charged, or charges are reduced
or dismissed. In addition, the KBI doesn’t have staff to follow up on tips
from the public, from retailers, and from sellers of bulk-regulated chemicals. A new federal grant will allow the KBI to hire one analyst to begin
following-up on such tips.

............... page 20

Law enforcement officials told us they need more resources to
fight meth. With the continuing increase in meth labs, and the fact that
labs are becoming more portable and difficult to find, local law enforcement
officials told us they need more officers, more specialized training, and the
specialized equipment necessary to keep law enforcement officers safe.
Educating the public also is a priority for law enforcement officers. We
identified a number of additional opportunities to strengthen current enforcement efforts, including these: providing funding for KBI analysts who
would follow up on tips, modifying the evidentiary process, increasing the
regulation of chemicals used to make meth, and obtaining better data
about health problems related to meth.
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This audit was conducted by Laurel Murdie, Jill Shelley, and Lisa Hoopes. Leo Hafner was the
audit manager. If you need any additional information about the audit’s findings, please contact
Ms. Murdie at the Division’s offices. Our address is: Legislative Division of Post Audit, 800 SW
Jackson Street, Suite 1200, Topeka, Kansas 66612. You also may call us at (785) 296-3792, or
contact us via the Internet at LPA@lpa.state.ks.us.
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Methamphetamine Labs:
Reviewing Kansas’ Enforcement Efforts
Methamphetamine, commonly referred to as “meth,” is a powerful
and illegal drug that targets the central nervous system. Meth’s
ease of manufacture, high profit potential, and addictiveness have
helped fuel a meth epidemic in the Midwest. According to information from the Kansas Bureau of Investigation, seizures of meth
labs in Kansas increased from 4 in 1994 to 702 in 2000. The Koch
Crime Institute reports that the region’s meth epidemic stems from
both the steadily increasing importation of meth into the region by
organized trafficking groups, and clandestine manufacturing of
meth by hundreds of users/dealers in small “mom and pop” labs.
The 1999 Legislature passed new legislation aimed at combating
meth manufacturing in Kansas. Among other changes, the new
legislation made possession of meth ingredients illegal in certain
circumstances, increased the minimum sentence length for a meth
manufacturing conviction, authorized law enforcement agencies to
enter into multi-jurisdictional agreements, and brought the Department of Health and Environment into clean-up efforts because of
the environmental hazards of meth production.
Legislators have expressed concern about whether enforcement
efforts are having an impact on meth manufacturing, and about
what additional steps could be taken to further control meth production and use. This performance audit answers the following
questions:
1. What are the costs associated with methamphetamine
manufacturing and use in Kansas?
2. How much progress are Kansas law enforcement agencies
making against methamphetamine manufacturing and use
in Kansas?
3. What opportunities exist to strengthen current
methamphetamine enforcement efforts in Kansas?
To answer these questions, we surveyed all county sheriffs and
prosecutors, as well as police chiefs for towns and cities with
populations of 2,000 or more. In addition, we interviewed officials
from the Kansas Bureau of Investigation, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Drug Enforcement Agency, the Department of
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Health and Environment, the Department of Corrections, the
Kansas Highway Patrol, the Adjutant General, the Koch Crime
Institute, the Kansas Attorney General’s Office, the Kansas
Sentencing Commission, and the Kansas Sheriffs’ Association.
We also interviewed 2 medical doctors with expertise about
effects of meth use, and one private landowner who had to bear
some of the cost of cleaning up a meth lab.
A copy of the scope statement for this audit approved by the
Legislative Post Audit Committee is included in Appendix A. For
reporting purposes, we combined questions 2 and 3.
In conducting this audit, we followed all applicable government
auditing standards. The reader should be aware, however, that the
cost and time data for local agencies used throughout the audit
were self-reported by the law enforcement agencies and
prosecutors that completed our surveys. Similarly, information
about money and time spent by the KBI, the National Guard, the
Highway Patrol, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the
Department of Corrections, and through Midwest High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Area initiatives was assembled through
interviews with officials from these agencies. Within the time
available for this audit we weren’t able to review specific records
to verify the accuracy of the information these officials provided.
Therefore, the information presented in this report about time and
money spent on anti-meth activities should be viewed as indicative
of the general level of spending, and not as absolute fact.
We think it’s unlikely that any of the data are so grossly or
systematically inaccurate as to affect our findings and conclusions.
Our findings begin on page 7, following a brief overview.
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Overview of Methamphetamine
Methamphetamine’s primary effect is to stimulate the central
nervous system. Once injected, smoked, eaten, or snorted, the drug
speeds up the heart and increases blood pressure uncontrollably.
Depending on how the meth is taken, and how much is taken, a
meth “high” can last for hours or days.
Methamphetamine Is a
Highly Addictive Drug
That Can Cause
Severe Behavior and
Medical Problems and
Even Death

Normally, the human brain releases dopamine, a natural chemical
that makes you feel good and that’s vital to normal brain
functioning. Without dopamine, a person is unable to feel
pleasure. Repeated meth use severely hampers the brain’s ability
to produce dopamine. Because users’ brains can no longer produce
dopamine to allow them to feel good, they return to meth again,
and again, to get that chemically induced “high.” That’s what
causes users to become addicted.
Users “crash” as the effects of meth in their system wear off.
During the crash phase, users can sleep for days or experience
“tweaking.” Tweaking is a condition that often causes people to be
paranoid or delusional or to strike out aggressively at those around
them. A user also can reach a fever of 108º while crashing, which
can lead to permanent brain damage. Continued use of meth leads
to worse and even fatal crashes. In the accompanying chart, we’ve
outlined the short-term and long-term side effects of using meth.

Short-term side effects of
using methamphetamine

convulsions, aggressive behavior, increased heart rate, increased muscle
tension, constriction of blood vessels, grinding of teeth, rise in blood
pressure, impaired speech, loss of appetite, dry itchy skin, hallucinations,
sores, paranoia, insomnia

Long-term side effects of
using methamphetamine

lowered resistance to illness, severe weight loss, malnutrition, kidney,
liver, lung, and brain damage, permanent psychological problems, stroke,
coma, and even death
Source: KDHE, methamphetamine brochure. www.kdhe.state.ks.us/methlabs

Making
Methamphetamine
Doesn’t Require an
Elaborate Lab or Detailed
Knowledge of Chemistry,
And the Ingredients Are
Relatively Easy to Acquire
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Meth can be made in a makeshift lab that fits into a suitcase or the
trunk of a vehicle. Most of the ingredients involved are readily
accessible through local discount stores or other means. The table
on the next page lists some of the common ingredients used to
make methamphetamine:

3

An investment of a few hundred dollars in over-the-counter
medications and chemicals can produce thousands of dollars worth
of the drug. Common equipment used to manufacture meth
includes Pyrex dishes, jugs/bottles, coffee filters, funnels, a
blender, rubber tubing, gas cans, rubber gloves, a hotplate, a
strainer, foil, and a propane cylinder.

This photo of a seized methamphetamine lab illustrates the commonplace
materials used to manufacture the drug.
Source: Kansas Bureau of Investigation

4
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According to the Koch Crime Institute, the average meth “cook”
teaches 10 other people how to make the drug each year. When
making meth, “cooks” may often use reckless practices resulting in
explosions and fires that injure or kill not only them, but family
members and any law enforcement officials or firefighters who
respond. Other potential hazards facing law enforcement officials
responding to suspected meth sites include solvents and hazardous
chemicals, booby-trap devices, and armed suspects.

This house was damaged by a meth lab explosion.
Source: Kansas Bureau of Investigation

Kansas Is Ranked
Among the Top 10 States
In the Number of
Meth Labs Found
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Currently 41 states report local methamphetamine lab seizures to
the Drug Enforcement Agency’s El Paso Intelligence Center
(EPIC) through the National Clandestine Lab Reporting System.
According to the most recent data from this system, Kansas ranks
second nationwide in number of meth labs reported to this System.
However, officials with the Kansas Bureau of Investigation
officials cautioned against strict reliance on these numbers because
not all states currently report to the System, some states are behind
in reporting, and the production capacity of meth labs in some
states, like California, far exceed the small meth labs found in
Kansas. KBI officials are, however, certain that as Kansas
currently ranks in the top 10 states in sheer number of meth labs
found.
5

Kansas also has a problem with meth being imported into the
State. KBI officials estimate that perhaps 75%-80% of the meth
used in Kansas is made elsewhere–primarily in California and
Mexico–and imported into Kansas. However most local law
enforcement efforts currently are dedicated to combating the
distribution and trafficking of locally manufactured meth.
The Office of National Drug Control Policy designated Kansas
as part of the Midwest High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
(HIDTA), in large part because there is so much meth
manufacturing activity in the State. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act
of 1988 authorized the federal HIDTA program. Since its
inception, the program has expanded to 31 areas of the country,
including areas along the southwest border. Formed in 1996, the
Midwest-area HIDTA today includes counties in Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. The
program strengthens anti-drug efforts by requiring coordination
among federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. This
cooperation allows for a combination of resources and efforts to
combat drug use in the designated areas.
The 2000 HIDTA annual budget was $186 million, nationwide.
Through the Midwest HIDTA, Kansas received $1.7 million of the
grant funds for 2000, which was spent on 9 different initiatives to
try to reduce meth manufacturing in Kansas. We’ve outlined the 9
initiatives below:
Midwest High-Intensity Drug trafficking Area Initiatives to
Reduce Methamphetamine Production in Kansas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KBI/Enforcement Initiative
Federal/State Forensic Lab Enhancement Initiative
Kansas Special Assistant US Attorney Initiative
Southeast Kansas Drug Enforcement Task Force
DEA Garden City Task Force
Kansas State Intelligence Agent
Kansas State Fiscal Agent
KC DEA Clan Lab Task Force
KC Joint Drug Intelligence Group

TOTAL funding for Kansas’ 2000 initiatives:

6

$361,583
241,216
203,425
176,348
126,835
39,545
43,697
384,363
123,328
$1.7 million
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Question 1: What Are the Costs Associated With
Methamphetamine Manufacturing and Use in Kansas?
A number of direct costs are associated with methamphetamine
manufacturing and use in Kansas, including the costs of investigating
cases, prosecuting suspects, incarcerating offenders, cleaning up
abandoned meth manufacturing sites, and treating people addicted to
meth. The exact costs of fighting meth in Kansas are difficult to
determine because no hard data are available. However, we estimate
that various agencies spent at least $21 million in Kansas last year to
combat methamphetamine. More than half that money comes from
local sources, with most of it being used to fund salaries for local law
enforcement and prosecution. In addition to the direct costs of
enforcement, a number of indirect or social costs are associated with
using and manufacturing meth, which are difficult to quantify. These
and related findings are discussed in more detail in the sections that
follow.
Although Exact Costs
Are Unknown, We
Estimate That in the
Past Year, At Least
$21 Million
Was Spent To Combat
Methamphetamine
In Kansas

In general, the costs associated with meth manufacture and use in
Kansas aren’t tracked. Therefore, we estimated costs by surveying
local law enforcement officials and prosecutors, and by
interviewing officials from the Highway Patrol, the National
Guard, the KBI, the FBI, the Drug Enforcement Administration,
and the Department of Health and Environment.
It should be noted at the outset that the costs included in this report
likely are understated for the following reasons.
•

Not all law enforcement officials responded to our surveys.
Although response rates to our surveys were good, not all local law
enforcement agencies returned them. About 62% of sheriffs’ offices,
45% of police departments, and 45% of prosecutors responded to
our inquiries about their costs associated with combating meth. We
didn’t attempt to estimate the spending of those that didn’t respond.
Counties that didn’t respond to our survey had a total of 36 labs,
according to the KBI.

•

The FBI and federal Drug Enforcement Agency didn’t reveal how
much they are spending on enforcement in Kansas. Officials didn’t
provide this information because of security concerns, they also told
us the expense information isn’t tracked by the type of drug being
investigated. Also, many of the organizations they investigate are
trafficking in more than 1 type of drug.

The chart on page 9 shows estimated costs for those agencies that
provided us with information.
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Kansas Spent at Least $21 Million on Anti-Meth Activities in 2000

Costs of Law Enforcement and
Prosecuting Suspects: $16.5M
$8.8 M - local law enforcement
$3.0 M - local prosecutors
$1.7 M - KBI
$1.0 M - National Guard
$0.1 M - Highway Patrol
$1.9 M - task forces
_______
$16.5 M

Costs of Treating Meth Users: $1.1M
- Dept. of Social and
Rehabilitation Services
Costs of Incarceration: $1.7M
- Dept. of Corrections
Costs of Cleaning Up Meth
Manufacturing Sites: $1.7M
$0.4 M - Dept. of Health and Environment
$1.3 M - Drug Enforcement Administration
$1.7 M

As the chart shows, based on what was reported to us, most of the money was spent on
enforcement activities. Treatment got the smallest portion of the pie.
Sources: Surveys returned by Kansas law enforcement agencies and prosecutors,and information received from other specific
agencies mentioned except the Midwest High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area initiatives. Information about Midwest HIDTA was
received from the KBI.

As the chart shows, the costs generally could be broken down into
4 categories – the costs of enforcement and prosecution, the costs
of cleaning up meth labs, incarceration costs for those convicted of
meth offenses, and the cost of treatment for meth users. The
sections that follow provide additional information about who is
incurring those costs, and what the money is being spent for.
Costs of
Law Enforcement and
Prosecuting Suspects:
$16.5 Million

8

•

Local law enforcement agencies responding to our survey
spent an estimated $8.8 million last year to catch people
involved in manufacturing and using meth. In combating
meth, local law enforcement agencies spend time on various
activities, including investigating potential leads, conducting
surveillance on suspected meth manufacturing sites, guarding
sites that have been seized, testifying in court, attending
training seminars on how to handle meth investigations, and
providing training to businesses and members of the public on
how to recognize and report potential meth activity. Some law
enforcement agencies reported spending significant amounts of
time responding to the meth problem. The time estimates they
provided are summarized in the table to the right. We used
these time estimates and information they provided about their
budgets, as well as specific information about spending for
meth enforcement to come up with our estimates.
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•

Another $3 million was spent by the local prosecutors who
responded to our survey. That represents on average about
14% of the total budgets for those prosecutors offices. In
addition, about 1 in 4 prosecutors responding to our survey told
us they spend more than 25% of their time prosecuting meth
crimes. One prosecutor commented that “...the meth problem
affects nearly every type of case load prosecutors have –
children in need of care, juvenile offenders, drug commitments,
robbery, burglary, domestic violence, DUI, and murder. It is
not just about the drug.”

•

KBI officials estimated the agency’s anti-drug unit and
chemistry lab has spent about $1.7 million on anti-meth
activities. Officers in the KBI’s 28-person anti-drug unit spent
slightly more than half their time last year just combating meth,
seizing 328 meth labs, and arresting 332 persons for
manufacturing meth. That time cost at least $1.5 million. In
addition, the KBI’s chemistry lab spent another $215,000 to
processes the evidence to determine whether the suspects were,
in fact, manufacturing meth. That comes to an average of about
$773 per case. KBI officials told us that the cost of analyzing
evidence from a meth manufacturing case tends to be high
because the analysis can take 10 times longer than an analysis
for a drug possession case.
9

Costs of Cleaning Up
Meth Manufacturing
Sites: $1.7 million

10

•

The National Guard and the Highway Patrol estimate
they’ve spent about $1.1 million supporting other law
enforcement agencies in meth-related investigations. Most
of that money–more than $980,000–was spent by the Kansas
National Guard to assist local agencies with communications
and surveillance of specific places or vehicles. In addition,
Kansas Highway Patrol troopers served on task forces and
helped several local law enforcement agencies, at a cost of
about $80,000. The troopers on the Patrol’s Special Response
Team help local law enforcement by serving warrants, arresting
barricaded suspects, and handling other types of particularly
dangerous situations that require specialized training.

•

Federally funded task forces spent about $1.9 million in
Kansas. This money came from two types of funding: High
Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) funding, and the
Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement
Assistance Formula Grant Program. In Kansas, federal, state,
and local agencies participate in HIDTA initiatives. Of those,
task-forces were funded with $1.2 million. Byrne grants, as
they’re commonly called, focus on drug-related crime, violent
crime, and serious offenders, and they’re further described on
page 13. Byrne grants funded 6 task forces in Kansas with a
total of $700,000.

For every pound of meth produced, 5 to 6 pounds of toxic waste is
left behind. The chemicals used to make meth can contaminate
soil, ground water, air, furniture, and sometimes structural
materials, such as flooring, vents, and walls. Law enforcement
agencies generally have three options for cleaning up a meth site.
•

They can call the Drug Enforcement Agency. In response, the
DEA sends a government contractor from Tulsa, Oklahoma to clean
up the site. These cleanups are funded from the DEA’s Community
Oriented Policing Services (COPS) Fund. During 2000, the DEA
spent about $1.3 million to clean up 238 lab sites in Kansas

•

They can call the KBI who will send in the Department of Health
and Environment. Department officials reported spending about
$405,000 from the Department’s Chemical Control Fund to clean up
120 meth labs during about a 4-month period in 2000. The program
was only operational for 4 months because there were questions that
needed to be resolved about whether the moneys in the Fund could
be spent for these purposes.

•

They can clean it up themselves, using their own staff or a
contractor. Only 15 agencies (14% of those responding to our
survey) said they clean up any meth sites themselves. Of those, 4
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said they sometimes take hazardous materials to local hazardous
waste collection sites. The Environmental Protection Agency may
reimburse local law enforcement for cleanup in some cases. Local
officials reported they incurred $5,800 in cleanup costs.

As discussed later in Question 2, local law enforcement officials
responding to our survey told us they found 1,209 labs during
calendar year 2000. If the DEA’s contractor and the Department
of Health and Environment cleaned up a total of 358 labs that year,
that would leave 851 labs that likely were cleaned up locally.
KBI and KDHE officials expressed concern about local agencies
cleaning up meth lab sites, due to the toxic and dangerous
chemicals involved with making meth. Not all local law
enforcement agencies have staff members who are trained to
handle these wastes. In addition, when untrained persons attempt
to cleanup a meth lab, they are putting themselves and those
around them in danger.
In an effort to reduce the dangers of cleanup, the KBI has offered
to clean up any remaining or unattended to meth lab sites that have
been discovered in Kansas counties. KDHE officials also
emphasized that it is easier and cheaper to clean up a meth lab site
when it is first found, rather than after time has passed or after an
agency has attempted to clean up a lab site and failed.
Costs of
Incarcerating Those
Convicted of Meth
Offenses: $1.7 Million

Drug offenders make up the highest percentage of inmates in
Kansas prisons, currently accounting for nearly 19% of the prison
population. According to Department of Corrections officials, it
currently costs the Department nearly $19,000 to house one person
in the correctional system each year.
During fiscal year 2000, 89 people were convicted and imprisoned
in Kansas correctional facilities for manufacturing an illegal
substance in Kansas. Based on our review of 10 of those files, we
estimated that all 89 likely were meth manufacturers. So we
attributed all $1.7 million (89 x $19,000) of the incarceration costs
for those 89 individuals to the cost of combating meth
manufacturing in Kansas.

Costs of
Treating Meth
Users: $1.1
million
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Although meth is highly addictive, effective treatment can offer a
way to reduce dependency on the drug. According to the Koch
Crime Institute, it is 10 times more expensive to incarcerate meth
addicts, rather than treat them for the addiction. There are a
number of drug abuse treatment centers available in Kansas.
Although the condition of the user determines the type of services
11

provided, most meth addicts seeking treatment in Kansas receive
State-funded outpatient services. In the table below, we’ve
outlined the type of services available to treat meth addiction in
Kansas.

Over the past 5 years, the Kansas Department of Social and
Rehabilitation Services has more than doubled its spending for
treatment for meth addicts, from about $529,000 in 1995 to nearly
$1.1 million in fiscal year 2000. Of the persons receiving
treatment for meth addiction, at least 84% receive State-funded
treatment services.
Although we tried, we couldn’t get information about the number
of people visiting hospital emergency rooms due to meth use, or
the average emergency room cost for treatment of a meth user.

Most of the Money
Spent to Combat
Methamphetamine
Came from Local
Sources

12

Of the $21 million spent to combat meth in 2000, local law
enforcement agencies and prosecutors spent about 61%. That
percentage probably is a low estimate, given that not all law
enforcement agencies reported their spending to us. Officials
reported to us that most of that money (about 87%) came from local
sources, such as city and county funding as shown in the chart on the
next page.
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How Local Law Enforcement Agencies
Fund Their Anti-Meth Activities

Only about 6%, or about
$500,000, of the money
local law enforcement
agencies
reported
spending came from
federal grants. These
grants include 3 types:

Local
Moneys,
86.7%
Grants,
5.7%
Forfeitures,
7.4%
Other,
0.2%

• High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) moneys.
These are moneys made available by the federal Anti-Drug Abuse
Act of 1988. They are designed to target illegal drug traffic in
problem areas such as in states on the U.S. - Mexican border. In
1996, a target area in the Midwest that includes Kansas was
designated to receive these funds. An example of two groups in
Kansas that have been designated to receive these moneys to help
in the fight against meth are the Southeast Kansas Drug
Enforcement Task Force and the Kansas City Joint Drug
Intelligence Group. They received a total of about $300,000 in
2000. (More information about the HIDTA program is given in
the Overview of this report on page 6.)
• Byrne grants. The U.S. Department of Justice awarded Kansas
$5.3 million in Byrne grants for fiscal year 2001. These funds
support projects to improve the criminal justice system, with an
emphasis on drug-related crime, violent crime, and serious
offenders. How those grants are distributed to localities and to
State agencies is determined by the Kansas Criminal Justice
Coordinating Council. Some, money from Byrne grants is used to
help law enforcement efforts against methamphetamine. In this
audit, we weren’t able to determine exactly how much of the total
local funding was provided specifically from this source.
• Block grants. 27 cities and counties received Local Law
Enforcement Block Grants from the U.S. Department of Justice
for fiscal year 2001. The amounts of these awards are based on
the locality’s rate of violent crime. Some of these moneys were
also could be spent on methamphetamine enforcement. Again,
we weren’t able to determine exactly how much of the money
from this source went to local government’s fight against meth.
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In Addition to the
Quantifiable Costs
Associated With
Methamphetamine,
There Are a Number of
Social Costs Which
Really Can’t Be
Measured

The costs associated with meth use include more than the out-ofpocket expenses most people think of. Meth use also causes
immeasurable social costs, including those we’ve summarized in
the list below:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

14

Increase in crimes related to meth use – including domestic
violence, robbery, burglary, and theft. Three out of every 5 law
enforcement officials returning our survey told us that more than 10%
of the crime committed in their jurisdiction is meth-related. One out
of 4 said more than 25% of the crime is meth-related.
Increased violence within families – meth use brings violence into
families, likely resulting in domestic violence and child abuse.
Increased automobile accidents.
Increased dependence on public assistance – Because of the
highly addictive nature of meth, many users eventually lose
everything, including their jobs.
Increased need for special education services – Nationwide in
1998, $165 billion from state budgets was spent on education. It is
estimated that $16.5 billion (10%) was spent coping with the impact
of substance abuse in elementary and secondary schools.
Physical damage to the user and his or her family – brain
damage, fatal kidney and lung disorders, liver damage, and,
eventually, death.
Psychological effects to the user – paranoia, hallucinations, and
delusions.
Increased health insurance costs - The damage that meth users
do to their bodies can translate to more hospital and doctor visits and
increased health insurance costs
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Question 2: How Much Progress Is Being Made Against Methamphetamine
Manufacturing and Use in Kansas, and What Opportunities Exist to
Strengthen Current Enforcement Efforts?
The number of meth labs found in Kansas continues to grow
quickly from year to year. Law enforcement agencies’ failure to
report all labs they find to the KBI could reduce the amount of
grant funds Kansas receives to fight the meth problem. Despite the
explosive growth in the number of reported labs, the majority of
law enforcement officials responding to our survey told us they
thought that moderate or substantial progress is being made against
methamphetamine. They said the public is more aware of meth
and its problems, and law enforcement officials are better trained
to find and deal with labs.
Although most officials told us it was too soon to measure the
impact of the Chemical Control Act, we noted that delays in
processing evidence through the KBI lab and a lack of staff to
follow up on reports required by the Act were among the things
that weaken the law’s effectiveness. Law enforcement officials
cited more staff, greater public awareness, and training and equipment for law enforcement officers as things they thought would aid
in meth enforcement efforts. These and related findings are discussed in more detail in the sections that follow.
The Number of
Methamphetamine Labs
Has Shown Explosive
Growth Over the Past
Few Years

Officials with the Kansas Bureau of Investigation track the number
of meth labs found in Kansas as reported to them by local law
enforcement officials. In turn, the KBI reports this information to
the Drug Enforcement Agency’s El Paso Intelligence Center
(EPIC) through the National Clandestine Lab Reporting System.
As shown in the graphic at left, the number of labs reported to the
KBI has increased nearly fourfold in just the past 3 years.

Number of Labs the KBI Reported
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The proliferation of labs appears to be
worse than the KBI’s numbers show,
because apparently not all labs are being
reported to the KBI. We surveyed local
law enforcement officials and asked them
how many meth labs they’d found in their
jurisdictions during the past few years.
Overall, the numbers they reported to us for
2000 were significantly larger than the
numbers reported to the KBI, as shown in
the chart on page 16.
15

During the first 4 months of calendar year 2001, law enforcement
agencies that returned our survey told us they had found 670 meth
labs. If labs continue to be found at that same rate, we estimate
that as many as 2,010 labs could be found this year, an increase of
66%. Even our survey results likely understate the number of meth
labs found in Kansas because, as mentioned earlier, not all law
enforcement agencies responded to our survey.
Law enforcement agencies’ failure to report all labs could
reduce the amount of grant funds Kansas receives to fight the
meth problem. Local law enforcement agencies aren’t required to
report meth labs to the KBI, and may have a variety of reasons for
not doing so. For example, some may not report all the labs they
find because their officers are properly trained to deal with most
hazardous materials, or some may not know that they’ve found a
lab because they haven’t had the proper training. However, some
federal grants used in the effort against meth are awarded in part
based on information about the number of meth labs that the KBI
reports to the Drug Enforcement Agency’s intelligence center.
For example, during the past year, Kansas received about $1.7
million in federal High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA)
moneys to fund 9 different “initiatives” designed to reduce and
16
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disrupt the importation, distribution, and local manufacturing of
meth and to reduce the impact of illicit drugs and related violent
criminal activity. Because these grants are targeted to areas that
have the largest reported problems with drug trafficking, understating the problem by not reporting all labs could affect Kansas’
chance to receive increased funding.
Although meth labs have been found all over the State, they
appear to be more concentrated in parts of southern and
eastern Kansas. The following map shows the number of methamphetamine labs found in each county during calendar year 2000.
The numbers on the map are the larger of the number of labs
reported to the KBI or reported to us on our survey.
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As can be seen from the map, 14 counties in the State had the
highest concentration of meth labs found last year. Of those, most
were located in the eastern half of the State. The map also shows
that meth isn’t necessarily a “big city” problem. The two counties
with the highest number of labs found in calendar year 2000 were
Osage (379 labs) and Cowley (70 labs), neither of which have a
population of more than 40,000 people. The 5 counties finding the
highest number of meth labs per capita were Osage, Rush, Coffey,
Anderson, and Allen.
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Law enforcement officials generally attributed the increase in
number of meth labs found to the fact that there are simply more
meth labs in existence, and that they are better trained to find the
labs that are out there. A few counties have experienced a decline
in the number of labs found, but that’s not always because there are
fewer labs to be found. Officials from some of those counties told
us that meth labs were becoming more portable and difficult to
find, and that they lacked the manpower to track down labs.

Despite the Explosive
Growth In Meth Labs
Found, Most Law Enforcement Officers Told
Us Progress Was Being
Made Against Meth

Almost 80% of the sheriffs’ offices and police departments responding to our survey and 67% of the prosecutors told us they
thought moderate or substantial progress was being made in the
battle against methamphetamine in Kansas. Their responses are
summarized in the accompanying table.

Because the number of meth labs being found each year seems to
be increasing dramatically, we were surprised at the large percentage of law enforcement officials who said moderate or substantial
progress was being made. Several made comments on their surveys, and we made follow-up phone calls to 10 of them to gather
more information about why they believe progress is being made.
Essentially what they told us can be summed up as follows:
•

the public has been made more aware of the problem and of what
to look for, and officers are better trained to react to tips, so more
labs are being found

•

because more labs are being found, some offenders are in jail
and unable to continue manufacturing or teaching others to make the
drug

Not all law enforcement officials and prosecutors shared the
view that Kansas is making progress against meth. About 1 in
4 of those responding to our survey said Kansas is either making
no progress, or that the situation is worse than it was 3 years ago.
Generally, officials offering comments in this area told us that they
18
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don’t think that the State has realized the magnitude of the
problem, and that delays in prosecuting those who manufacture
meth results in people being free to manufacture more of the drug.
The comments we received along these lines included these:
•
•

“Our State needs to get its head out of the sand and realize we
have a problem.”
“We seem to deal with the same people over and over while
waiting for court.”

Despite differing opinions about whether progress was being
made in the war on meth, most law enforcement officials told
us that coordination among the various agencies involved is
good. We asked police and sheriffs’ departments to rate the
overall level of coordination among the various agencies involved
in fighting the meth problem. As shown in the accompanying
table, most rated coordination as good or excellent.

Several law enforcement agencies told us they find cooperation to
be essential, and they cited task forces as one of the best ways to
combat illegal drugs. For example, the Southeast Kansas Drug
Enforcement Task Force has a total of 19 local law enforcement
agencies from Allen, Bourbon, Cherokee, Crawford, Labette, and
Neosho counties contributing matching money for the federal grant
this task force receives, and 2 local officers are assigned to the task
force. The KBI participates with agents and a crime analyst, and a
prosecutor also is assigned to the task force. Here’s a list of task
forces we identified during this audit:
Southeast Kansas Drug Enforcement Task Force, including law
enforcement agencies from Allen, Bourbon, Cherokee, Crawford, Labette,
and Neosho Counties, as well as the KBI and the Attorney General’s Office.
DEA Garden City Task Force, including the Garden City Police
Department, Finney County Sheriff’s Office, and the DEA.
Kansas City Joint Drug Intelligence Group Metropolitan Task Force,
including the FBI, KBI, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, IRS,
Kansas and Missouri National Guard, and various area police departments.
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I-135/I-70 Drug Task Force, includes the City of Salina, Saline County, and
Dickinson County.
North Central Task Force. This is a proposed task force, but if funded,
would include Smith, Rooks, Osborne, Phillips, Norton, and Graham
counties.
Douglas, Franklin and Jefferson Counties Drug Enforcement Task
Force, includes the task-force named counties as well as the Lawrence and
Ottawa police departments and county prosecutors.
Lyon, Coffey, Greenwood, Morris, Chase, Wabaunsee, and Woodson
Counties. This also is a proposed task force, and if funded would include
these counties.
At least 8 counties have formed county-wide drug enforcement task
forces, including Ellis, Reno, Franklin, Cherokee, McPherson, Mitchell,
Edwards, and Harvey counties.

New Legislation Passed in
1999 Was a Step in
Strengthening
Methamphetamine
Enforcement Efforts

In response to the rapid increase in meth activity in Kansas, the
1999 Legislature passed the Chemical Control Act. Some of the
key provisions of the Act included:
•

Creating a system to track the distribution of bulk-regulated
chemicals by manufacturers, retailers and distributors.

•

Making it unlawful to possess ephedrine, pseudoephedrine or
phenylpropanolamine with the intent to use the product as a
precursor to any illegal substance.

•

Establishing the Chemical Control Fund to help with enforcing the
act, with cleaning up hazardous materials from meth manufacturing,
and with meth education programs.

We asked county prosecutors whether the Kansas Chemical
Control Act was having the desired impact on meth manufacturing
in Kansas. Although about one-third of those responding said
there has been a positive impact from the Act, almost half told us
it’s too soon to measure the impact of the Act on the battle against
meth manufacturing in Kansas.
The 1999 Legislature also amended the penalty provisions for
manufacturing a controlled substance. The legislation raised the
manufacturing offense from a drug severity level 2 felony to a level
1 felony, thereby increasing the possible minimum sentence for a
first-time conviction from 4 years to 11.5 years.
Some law enforcement officials told us it doesn’t do any good
to have stricter penalties if prosecutors can’t get timely lab
reports to obtain convictions. This was a major issue with many
of the law enforcement officials responding to our survey.
20
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From the time meth manufacturing evidence gets to the KBI lab, it
takes on average 136 days, or about 4.5 months, to process that
evidence. Some cases took considerably longer; we saw a couple
of cases that took nearly 2 years to be processed. According to
KBI officials, their chemistry lab has 265 meth manufacturing
cases waiting to be analyzed, and it would take nearly 8 months to
catch up on the backlog if no new meth cases came in to be
analyzed. This also assumes no increases in other types of drug
cases needing to be analyzed, even though a lab official said the
overall number of drug cases has increased by about 2000 cases in
the past 3 years.
The backlog at the KBI lab has been a problem for several years.
An April 1999 Legislative Post Audit report recommended that the
KBI develop a staffing plan and work with the Governor and the
Legislature to implement appropriate staffing and salary levels
throughout the different units in the KBI lab. Agency budget
information shows that the number of scientists available to
analyze chemistry evidence increased by 2 positions in fiscal year
2000. However, it’s likely that the backlog in the chemistry
section of the KBI lab will continue because the number of meth
labs being found continues to increase. Prosecutors told us that the
delay in getting lab results has caused the following problems:
•

Suspects aren’t being charged. Survey comments from
prosecutors indicated some judges will dismiss a case for lack of
evidence if the lab report isn’t available in time for the preliminary
hearing. Therefore, prosecutors commented that they don’t bring
charges against suspects accused of meth manufacturing until a lab
report is received from the KBI. Law enforcement officers told us
sometimes suspects aren’t being held, so they’re out making meth
again.

•

Charges are being reduced. 33% of the prosecutors responding
told us that delayed lab results either always or frequently can cause
a reduction in the charges which also carries a reduced sentence
length. This happens in part because defense attorneys are aware of
the back-log at the KBI and of the length of time it takes to get
completed lab results; therefore, they use that as leverage to get the
prosecutors to accept a lesser charge.

•

Charges are being dismissed. Nearly one-third of the prosecutors
responding to our survey told us that they frequently dismiss charges
against suspects accused of meth manufacturing.

In late 2000, in response to the backlog in the KBI chemistry lab,
agency officials established a toll-free number for prosecutors to
call to check on progress of a specific case and let KBI officials
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know of deadlines that must be met to prevent current meth
manufacturing charges from being dismissed or reduced.
Delayed Lab Reports From the KBI Hamper Enforcement Efforts
“Huge penalties are meaningless without the lab
resources to prove guilt.”
“Stiffer penalties don’t matter if we can’t get the
lab results we need for convictions.”
“The legislature has made this [meth manufacturing] a serious crime (as serious as rape) but with
no realistic way to prosecute it effectively due to
the difficulty of having a lab look at the evidence.”

Programs designed to track chemicals and
products that can be used to manufacture
meth aren’t effective because no staff are
available to follow up on tips. The Chemical
Control Act has two requirements that call for
reporting the suspicious distribution and sale of
chemicals that can be used to make meth, as
outlined below:
•

“It [the Chemical Control Act] gives us another
tool in fighting methamphetamine. However, if we
do not have timely lab reports, it is almost
useless.”
“KBI lab results take so long that suspects remain
at large and keep manufacturing meth and
teaching others before they are finally incarcerated.”
“Some judges don’t take this very serious and
threaten to dismiss with prejudice because lab
results are not back. They put the community in
danger with that attitude.”

The first requirement calls for a system to
track the distribution of bulk-regulated
chemicals by drug manufacturers and
distributors, in order to prevent the illegal
diversion of chemicals used to make meth.
Drug manufacturers and distributors are
required to report suspicious transactions of
certain chemicals to the KBI. Regulated
chemicals include ephedrine, iodine, lithium,
pseudoephedrine, phenylpropanolamine, red
phosphorus, and sodium.

•

The other requires the KBI to develop and
maintain a program that includes procedures
and forms for retailers to use in reporting
suspicious purchases, thefts, or other
transactions involving any products that could be used in the
manufacture of meth. Reporting by retailers is completely voluntary.
This program was implemented in May 2001, and is called the “Meth
Watch” Program. More information about this Program is presented
in the box on the next page.

Although the Kansas Chemical Control Act calls for these 2
reporting programs to be in place, the KBI hasn’t had the staff
available to analyze any tips received. KBI officials told us that
will change soon. In June 2001, the KBI was awarded a
$1,995,600 grant through the Department of Justice. The KBI
plans to spend a major portion of the moneys on salaries for 12
new FTE positions. Among those new positions will be a crime
analyst who will investigate the tips on suspicious distribution and
sale of chemicals used to manufacture meth. Though the one new
analyst will help in making the reporting programs more effective,
KBI officials stressed that more analysts are needed.
Law Enforcement
Officials Told Us More
Resources Are Needed In
the Fight Against Meth
22

With the continuing increase in meth labs, and the fact that they are
becoming more portable and difficult to find, local law
enforcement authorities provided a number of suggestions for
strengthening enforcement efforts, including these:
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•

Add more officers. Law enforcement officials, especially sheriffs,
said that more officers was their top priority for what’s needed to
better address meth problems in their jurisdictions. They reinforced
that by saying that a lack of officers was their biggest impediment to
more effective enforcement. Those that told us how many additional
officers they needed said, on average, about 2 more officers per law
enforcement agency. One also mentioned a need for additional KBI
agents.

•

Provide for specialized training for law enforcement officers.
Law enforcement officials told us they were able to find more meth
labs because they’re better trained than they were in the past. Still,
nearly a quarter of the law enforcement agencies we heard from don’t
have anyone on staff with specialized training in how to identify and
safely handle meth labs. More than half responding to our survey
said that additional training for their officers continues to be among
their top 5 priorities for improving enforcement. Prosecutors also
placed a high priority on more training for law enforcement officials.
Even though much of the training itself is provided by the KBI and
DEA at no charge, costs for hotels, meals, and overtime to cover for
the officers who are away can be prohibitive for some departments.

•

Provide for specialized equipment. Local law enforcement
officials told us they don’t have the equipment they need to safely
respond to meth labs. Several officials cited the need for special
breathing apparatuses to ensure that their officers don’t breathe
dangerous fumes at a meth site. They also cited a need for
chemical-resistant clothing. KBI officials told us that getting proper
equipment for local law enforcement was a priority, and that they plan
to spend nearly half of the above-mentioned $1.9 million grant from
the Department of Justice to help train and equip local law
enforcement agencies.

•

Educate the public about what they can do to combat meth.
Even though officers find more labs because they get more tips from

Kansas Retailer Meth Watch Program Kicks Off
May 2001 marked the kick-off of the Kansas Retailer Meth Watch Program. It is a Statewide program that is designed to have visual presence in stores, in an effort to deter
methamphetamine production.
Retailers will monitor and limit the sales of many key ingredients of meth manufacturing,
including pseudoephedrine. Management and staff of the participating retailers will be
trained about which items are needed to produce the illegal drug. Posters and decals will
be posted throughout the stores, providing information about the program and the store’s
participation in the program.
Participating retailers in the program include: Walmart, Kmart, Walgreens, Osco,
Albertsons, Convenience Store Association, IGA, Fleming, Food 4 Less, and the Kansas
Retailers Council.
The Kansas Bureau of Investigation and the Kansas Department of Health and Environment worked closely together to develop and implement the program.
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the public, “educating the public” was among the top 5 priorities for
more than half the law enforcement officials responding to our
survey. The mobility of both labs and suspects is a big impediment to
effective enforcement, officials told us, and public awareness is
important to locating both. Law enforcement officials told us this is so
important they devote about 14% of the time they spend on anti-meth
activities to educating the public.

Through the various surveys, interviews, and literature reviews we
conducted for this audit we identified a number of additional
opportunities to strengthen current enforcement efforts. Some of
those are discussed briefly below.

CONCLUSION
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•

Provide funding for KBI analysts needed to respond to tips
about suspicious transactions involving chemicals and
products used to manufacture meth. KBI officials tell us that
currently they don’t have the personnel needed to respond to any
suspicious transaction tips called in to 1-800-KS-CRIME. Officials
tells us that they receive about 2 tips per day.

•

Reduce the time constraint on the evidentiary process used to
prosecute suspected meth manufacturing offenders. One
prosecutor commented on changing State laws to allow field tests
performed at meth lab sites to be used as preliminary evidence to
prosecute suspects. Another prosecutor told us that he or she would
like to be able to use the KBI lab analysis reports in court without
requiring a forensic scientist to be present. These 2 changes could
help eliminate the KBI’s current backlog for analyzing evidence for
meth manufacturing cases.

•

Increase regulation of the chemicals and products used to make
methamphetamine. At one time, ephedrine was the primary drug
needed to manufacture meth. After federal laws were put in place to
regulate that drug, making it more difficult to get, meth cooks quickly
started using pseudoephedrine to make meth. Pseudoephedrine is
found in most over-the-counter cold medicines and isn’t tightly
regulated. Several law enforcement officials also suggested
additional controls on the storage of anhydrous ammonia.

•

Obtain better data about the number of people treated at
hospital emergency rooms for meth-related illness. KBI officials
told us that if they had this data readily available they could more
easily pinpoint where the biggest meth problems are, and then direct
their resources to those areas.

The proliferation of meth manufacturing and use in Kansas is
exacting a major toll, both in terms of cost (at least $21 million in
the most recent year) and the drain on our law enforcement
resources, prosecutors, and court system. Meth enforcement
activities currently account for 10–25% of the time of nearly a third
of the law enforcement agencies and prosecutors responding to our
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survey, and a few said they spend even more time than that. That
leaves them with significantly less time to work on other serious
crimes. Further, the toxic materials used to manufacture meth can
expose unsuspecting members of the public to potentially serious
hazards.
Solving the meth problem will take a coordinated effort that
involves educating law enforcement officers and the public, and
providing the necessary resources to support law enforcement
officials in their jobs. Although local, State, and federal law
enforcement agencies have already come a long way in pooling
their efforts and resources, it will be essential for the Governor and
the Legislature to be actively involved in helping to plan for the
resources needed to fight this problem. One area that needs
immediate attention is the level of resources available to process
evidence through the KBI lab. Without this evidence, many meth
manufacturers likely will go free and continue producing the drug.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To help ensure that prosecutors get lab analyses of evidence
relating to meth labs on a timely basis, the KBI should develop
a plan for expanding the capabilities of its lab and present that
plan to the 2002 Legislature for consideration. The plan
should not only consider adding scientists and resources to the
KBI chemistry lab unit, but should also include other viable
options, such as subcontracting with other labs (whether
publicly or privately funded) to complete the needed analyses
in a timely and cost-efficient manner.
2. To ensure that the Chemical Control Act is effective, the KBI
should take the steps necessary to develop a system to track
and analyze any suspicious distributions of bulk-regulated
chemicals by drug manufacturers and distributors, as well as a
system to track and analyze reports of suspicious purchases,
thefts, or other transactions involving any products that could
be used in the manufacture of methamphetamine.
3. To help ensure that Kansas receives as much federal grant
money as possible to fight meth labs, the KBI should inform
and periodically remind local law enforcement agencies of the
need to report all meth labs they are aware of to the KBI, even
when KBI assistance with those labs may not be necessary.
4. To help ensure that law enforcement officials have the
statutory provisions they need to help combat the methamphet-
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amine problem, the House or Senate Judiciary Committees or
other appropriate legislative committees should consider
introducing legislation during the 2002 legislative session to
do the following:
a. allow forensic field tests to be admitted as evidence against
suspects at preliminary hearings.
b. increase regulation of over-the-counter drugs containing
pseudoephedrine.
5. The House or Senate Judiciary Committees or other appropriate
legislative committees should consider whether a system of
targeted State grants should be put in place to provide staffing,
equipment, training, and the like to help local law enforcement
agencies in those counties most burdened by methamphetamine
manufacturing.

26
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APPENDIX A
Scope Statement
This appendix contains the scope statement approved by the Legislative
Post Audit Committee for this audit on March 6. The audit was requested by
Senator Schmidt.
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SCOPE STATEMENT
Methamphetamine Labs: Reviewing Kansas’ Enforcement Efforts
Methamphetamine is a powerful and illegal drug that targets the central
nervous system. A synthetic drug with few medical uses and a high potential for
abuse, it’s easy to manufacture from commonly available materials using recipes
available on the Internet. An investment of a few hundred dollars in over-the-counter
medications and chemicals can produce thousands of dollars worth of the drug.
Methamphetamine can be made in a makeshift lab that fits into a suitcase, and,
according to the Koch Crime Commission, the average meth “cook” teaches 10 other
people how to make the drug each year.
Methamphetamine’s ease of manufacture, high profit potential, and
addictiveness have helped fuel a meth epidemic in the Midwest. Seizures of
clandestine labs in the Midwest increased from 44 in 1995 to more than 500 in 1997.
The Commission reports that the region’s methamphetamine epidemic stems from
both the steadily increasing importation of methamphetamine into the region by
organized trafficking groups, and clandestine manufacturing of methamphetamine
by hundreds of users/dealers in small “mom and pop” labs.
The 1999 Legislature passed Substitute for House Bill 2469, which, among
other changes, made possession of methamphetamine ingredients illegal in certain
circumstances, assessed new penalties for its manufacture, authorized law
enforcement agencies to enter into multi-jurisdictional agreements, and brought the
Department of Health and Environment into the enforcement effort because of the
environmental hazards of meth production. Legislators have expressed concern
about whether the enhanced resources and enforcement efforts are having the desired
effect, and about what additional steps could be taken to further control
methamphetamine production and use.
A performance audit in this area would address the following questions:
1.
What are the costs associated with methamphetamine manufacturing
and use in Kansas? To answer this question, we’d contact or survey federal drug
enforcement agencies, the KBI, Koch Crime Commission, metro law enforcement
agencies, and others to determine how much is spent by Kansas law enforcement
agencies to combat methamphetamine activity. In addition, we’d investigate the
potential for landowners, local law enforcement agencies, or other innocent parties
to be stuck with the costs of environmental cleanup associated with meth production.
Finally, to the extent possible, we’d look for available statistics on treatment costs,
incarceration costs, medical costs, and the costs associated with caring for or treating
the families or victims of meth users. If appropriate, we’d survey or contact socialservice agencies or others. Depending on the statistics available, we may not be able
to provide total annual dollar figures, but at a minimum we could provide an idea of
the magnitude of what methamphetamine use costs Kansans.
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2.
How much progress are Kansas law enforcement agencies making
against methamphetamine manufacturing and use in Kansas? To answer this
question, we’d interview officials and review documents provided by the KBI and
other agencies to determine how many meth lab seizures have occurred in the last few
years, and we’d try to determine whether the apparent increase in the number of such
seizures is a result of increased enforcement, a profusion of meth labs, more accurate
reporting, or some other factor. In particular, we’d attempt to determine what effect
1999 Sub. H.B. 2469 has had on Kansas enforcement efforts.
3.
What opportunities exist to strengthen current methamphetamine
enforcement efforts in Kansas? To answer this question, we’d interview law
enforcement officials in Kansas and analyze any available data to identify potential
obstacles to effective enforcement. Such obstacles might include inadequate or
untimely lab services or other resources, lack of coordination of law enforcement
efforts, lack of community awareness or support, or other factors. To the extent
possible, we’d make recommendations for improving Kansas enforcement efforts.
Estimated completion time: 8-12 weeks, depending on the availability of data
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APPENDIX B
Survey of Kansas Local Law Enforcement Officials
We surveyed 217 local law enforcement officials (105 heads of county-wide
departments and 112 heads of city departments) and all 105 county prosecutors. (In
this audit, we refer to all heads of county-wide departments as “sheriffs” and all
heads of city departments as “police chiefs.”) The police chiefs were in towns with
populations of 2,000 or more. In all 115 (53%) law enforcement agencies and 47
(45%) county prosecutors returned our surveys. A summary of their responses is
included in this Appendix.
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APPENDIX C
Survey of Kansas County or District Attorneys
We surveyed 105 county or district attorneys in Kansas regarding the
prosecution efforts against methamphetamine offenses. We asked them a number of
questions about their office staffing and budget, office policies for handling
methamphetamine prosecutions, and coordination of law enforcement agencies. We
also asked the prosecutors if progress was being made against methamphetamine,
and what was needed to strengthen enforcement efforts. In all, 47 prosecutors
responded to our survey, for a response rate of 45%. A summary of their responses
is included in this Appendix.
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APPENDIX D
Agency Response
On July 11, we provided copies of the draft audit report to the KBI. Its
response is included as this Appendix.
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